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Over the last few years, when two Internet users want to communicate via chatting application, they have to use the same application since each chatting application uses a certain signaling protocol to handle the signaling and media sessions. As a result, many researchers have proposed some mapping architectures when two users want to communicate using different chatting applications by proposing a translation gateway in order to translate the message format of the sender to the receiver message format. This paper presents a comparison with respect to the signaling message time for the homogeneous and heterogeneous protocols chatting environments including the six most common heterogeneous architectures.  
Keywords:	Multimedia Signaling	protocols Translation gateway Message time © 2016 The Authors. Published by IASE. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 
		
1.	Introduction 

*Over the last decade, multimedia techniques have been developed rapidly to enable users to communicate between each other over the Internet using all types of chatting services such as instant messages, audio, and video. However, users cannot phonetically communicate with each other unless they use the same chatting applications since each chatting application has its own control protocol to handle the call setup, the real time media transmission, and the call teardown sessions (Saravanan and Ramadass, 2000).  Due to the appearance of many signaling protocols (Glasmann et al., 2003; Ramadass et al., 1997), media conferencing systems and Internet Protocol (IP) applications, the interoperability has become very necessary to provide full end-to-end connectivity and to give users the flexibility to select their preferred applications as long as there is a method or mechanism that allows bridging the gap between the heterogeneous signaling protocols. Furthermore, the multimedia communication service providers understand that users want to communicate with each other regardless of the service provider and protocol used on their IP 
                                                 * Corresponding Author.  Email Address: Hadeelsaleh12@yahoo.com (H. S. Haj Aliwi) http://dx.doi.org/10.21833/ijaas.2016.08.003 2313-626X/© 2016 The Authors. Published by IASE.  This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)  

network. Thus, the only way to enable the users to communicate using different chatting applications is to design an efficient mapping architecture for any two control protocols used by different chatting applications (Oishi et al., 2007). This paper provides an analytical comparison between the signaling message time for the homogeneous and heterogeneous protocols environments including the main six heterogeneous mapping architectures.  
2.	Homogeneous	protocols	environment	In case of two users use the same chatting application which uses the same signaling protocol, so the signaling messages can be exchanges directly between the sender and the receiver as shown in Fig. 1.   

 
Fig.	1: Homogeneous protocols signaling message exchange  If we consider client 1 message time as ( 1), client 2 message time as ( 2), sending time by protocol client 1 as ( 1), sending time by protocol client 2 as ( 2), receiving time by protocol client 1 as ( 1), and receiving time by protocol client 2 as ( 2), so  ( 1) =  ( 2) −  ( 1)                                         (1) 
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( 2) =  ( 1) −  ( 2)                                         (2) 
3.	Heterogeneous	protocols	environment	This section presents the variations in the message time of each heterogeneous protocol 1-

protocol 2 architecture. Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 present the most common six architectures. 
Case	 1: Both protocol 1 and protocol 2 clients setup and teardown the call directly through the protocol 1-protocol 2 translation gateway (Kolhar, 2010).   

 
Fig.	2: Heterogeneous protocols signaling message exchange: Case 1  If we consider protocol 1 client Message time as ( 1), protocol 2 client message time as ( 2), sending time by protocol 1 as ( 1), sending time by protocol 2 as ( 2), receiving time by protocol 1 client as ( 1), receiving time by protocol 2 client as ( 2), sending time by protocol 1-protocol 2 gateway as ( ), receiving time by protocol 1-protocol 2 gateway as ( ), and translation process time inside protocol 1-protocol 2 gateway as  , so 

( 1) = ( ) − ( 1) + + ( ( 2) −( ))                                                                                      (3) ( 2) = ( ) − ( 2) + + ( ( 1) −( ))                                                                                      (4) 
Case	2: Protocol 1 client deals with the protocol 1-protocol 2 translation gateway with the existence of the client’s respective server during the signaling session, whereas, protocol 2’s client setup and teardown the call directly through the protocol 1-protocol 2 translation gateway (Singh, 2006).   

 
Fig.	3: Heterogeneous protocols signaling message exchange: Case 2  If we consider the sending time by protocol 1 server as ( 1) and receiving time by protocol 1 server as ( 1), and so storage time inside protocol 1 server as  ( 1) = ( 1) − ( 1) + + ( ) −( 1) + + ( ( 2) − ( ))                          (5) ( 2) = ( ) − ( 2) + + ( 1) −( ) + + ( ( 1) − ( 1))                          (6)	

Case	3: Protocol 1 client setup and teardown the call directly through the protocol 1-protocol 2 translation gateway, whereas, protocol 2’s client deals with the protocol 1-protocol 2 translation gateway with the existence of the client’s respective server during the signaling session (Kolhar et al., 2008). 
 

 
Fig.	4: Heterogeneous protocols signaling message exchange: Case 3  If we consider the sending time by protocol 2 server as ( 2) and receiving time by protocol 2 server as ( 2), and so storage time inside protocol 2 server as   ( 1) = ( ) − ( 1) + + ( 2) −( ) + + ( ( 2) − ( 2))                            (7) 

( 2) = ( 2) − ( 2) + + ( ) −( 2) + + ( ( 1) − ( ))                             (8)	
Case	 4: Both protocol 1 and protocol 2 clients deal with the protocol 1-protocol 2 translation gateway with the existence of the client’s respective server during the signaling session (Dagiuklas et al., 2005).  

 
Fig.	5: Heterogeneous protocols signaling message exchange: Case 4  ( 1) = ( 1) − ( 1) + + ( ) −( 1) + + ( 2) − ( ) + +( ( 2) − ( 2))                                                            (9) 

( 2) = ( 2) − ( 2) + + ( ) −( 2) + + ( 1) − ( ) + +( ( 1) − ( 1))                                                          (10) 
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Case	 5: In this architecture, the translation gateway which is responsible for two ways translation matters has been divided into two one way translation gateways; protocol 1-to-protocol 2 translation gateways and protocol 2-to-protocol 1 translation gateway. Both protocol 1 and protocol 2 
clients deal with the protocol 1-to-protocol 2 translation gateway and protocol 2-to-protocol 1 translation gateway respectively with the existence of the client’s respective server during the signaling session (Saint-Andre et al., 2014).  

 
Fig.	6: Heterogeneous protocols signaling message exchange: Case 5  If we consider the sending time by protocol 1-to-protocol 2 gateway as ( 1), receiving time by protocol 1-to-protocol 2 gateway as ( 1), and translation process time inside protocol 1-to-protocol 2 gateway as , sending time by protocol 2-to-protocol 1 gateway as ( 2), receiving time by protocol 2-to-protocol 1 gateway as ( 2), and translation process time inside protocol 2-to-protocol 1 gateway as , so ( 1) = ( 1) − ( 1) + + ( 1) −( 1) + + ( 2) − ( 1) + +( ( 2) − ( 2))                                                          (11) 

( 2) = ( 2) − ( 2) + + ( 2) −( 2) + + ( 1) − ( 2) + +( ( 1) − ( 1))                                                         (12) 
Case	6: : Both protocol 1 and protocol 2 clients setup and teardown the call directly through the protocol 1-to-protocol 2 translation gateway and protocol 2-to-protocol 1 translation gateway respectively (Haj Aliwi and Sumari, 2016). 

 
 

Fig.	7: Heterogeneous protocols signaling message exchange: Case 6   ( 1) = ( 1) − ( 1) + +  ( ( 2) −( 1))                                                                                 (13) ( 2) = ( 2) − ( 2) + +  ( ( 1) −( 2))                                                                                 (14) 
A flowchart is provided in order to determine the message time of an architecture regardless it is a homogeneous or heterogenous signaling message exchange environment as presented in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig.	8: Message time determination flowchart. 
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4.	Experiments	and	results	For the experiments, Network Simulation NS2 (ns-2.35) has been used, as well as, two heterogeneous signaling protocols; IAX and Jingle has been chosen and G.711 audio codec has been considered in order to find the message time for each homogeneous and heterogeneous architecture as shown in Table 1. We have tested the IAX-Jingle 

simulation environment within number of calls varies between 1 and 3. Based on the obtained results, IAX maintains high call quality with different number of calls due to having trunking property followed by Jingle protocol, case 6 as the best case in the heterogeneous protocols environment, and case 4 as the worst case. 
	

Table	1: Message time for homogeneous and heterogeneous architectures Signaling Message Time (Seconds)Number of Calls 1 2 3 Homogeneous IAX 0.002235 0.003329 0.004008 Jingle 0.002344 0.003351 0.004017 
Heterogeneous 

Case 1 0.002408 0.003383 0.004055 Case 2 0.002411 0.003395 0.004069 Case 3 0.002415 0.003391 0.004066 Case 4 0.002477 0.003431 0.004083 Case 5 0.002462 0.003417 0.004078 Case 6 0.002382 0.003378 0.004045  
5.	Conclusion	In this paper, we presented the architecture for the homogeneous and the common six heterogeneous signaling protocols environments and calculating the signaling message time for the whole architectures as the message time value varies from architecture to the other one.	
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